
Smoke Screen Financing

When huge Wall Street money system failures became the excitingly big news of late 
summer, 2008, journalists, financial analysts and loudly concerned political pundits pledged a 
personal time for delving into the mess; more than a few were ready and willing, or so they 
publicly avowed, to find and expose both the factors and the players behind this collapse.  

As time passed, however.
	
 As month upon month turned into year upon year.

As investigative threads led not to an illuminating clarity, but to one nebulously baffling 
dead end after another. 

Many threw up their hands in frustration. With obvious resignation, analysts described 
the turmoil they had found inside the profusion of complicated structures which had served to 
uphold an untold number of complicitly intertwining monetary schemes.  

In the end?
Well, in the end it appeared that the intricate entanglement of deregulated funding had 

become so parasitically intermixed, that, in fact, financial configurations were often held in place 
simply through juxtaposition: one structure existentially dependent upon the next.  Wishing to 
step up; wishing to point directly to, and thus decisively expose, specific foundational causes, 
frustrated investigators found themselves lost inside the intertwining web of monetary schemes – 
the so many über-profitable manipulations which had found a fertile ground and proliferated 
inside long year after long year of a nonchalantly legislated financial deregulation.  More than a 
few investigators expressed outrage, even as they threw up their hands in defeat.  

They, and the public at large, knew?
Although locating and exposing illegal monetary activities was difficult, and in too many 

cases impossible, those who had so avariciously manipulated the system surely had no right to 
end up, after all of the chaos, with not only a continued employment, but huge salaries, shocking 
bonuses and – most confusingly – the unscathed freedom from taking a responsibility for their 
egregiously self-interested actions.  

Time passed.  
And the better part of those who had participated in, and ultimately provoked, the 

unimaginably deep financial failures?  
Were never exposed.  
Not running or hiding – staying, in fact, exactly where they were – they remained 

comfortably protected behind their glittering wall of flashily distracting smoke screens: those so 
many impenetrably intertwining “legal” barriers constructed through means of a cleverly-knotted 
financial illusion and an endlessly advertised “growth”-projecting presupposition.  

It was, in point of fact?
	
 A web of manipulation so complex that no one person could easily be separated from the 
whole.  No particular player – easily isolated or made to pay.  

No one, even?  
Forced to stop what he or she had been doing. 

	
 And, in a chilling imitation:
	
 As year upon year of an aggressive NCLB/R2T school reform progressed?
	
 The interconnected confusion which had strategically enabled a debilitating, smoke-
screen-protected financial mismanagement began its aggressive takeover inside the massively 
funded realm of public education.  Expensively promoted as being the benevolent reformation of 



a “broken” system, the chaotically deregulated – and in modern days now so often tactically 
undisclosed – disorder behind Big Money’s demand for an endlessly instigated “change,” rapidly 
became the ever more impenetrable disguise for the heavily funded invasion into our nation’s 
lowest-income schools.


